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Pension Income Options (Money Purchase Schemes) 
 
 
Summary 
 

• Age restrictions: the standard minimum age for making pension withdrawals is age 55 (age 57 from April 
2028). There is no longer a compulsion to take an income from your pension fund before age 75. 

 

• Choices: you have complete flexibility over the timing and amounts of pension withdrawals. The main 
routes to take income or capital from your pension fund are to:  

 
o Purchase an annuity (guaranteed income for life) 
o Take a flexi-access drawdown pension (fund remains invested and you take withdrawals) 
o For one off withdrawals, you can also take an Uncrystallised Funds Pension Lump Sum 

 
The choice of type of pension income will depend mostly upon the level of investment risk you can 
afford to take, and want to take. An annuity is the lowest risk option, but is likely to offer least income 
and little flexibility compared to drawdown. Those opting to defer annuity purchase should be aware of 
Mortality Drag and the likelihood of annuity rate changes. If an annuity is the chosen route, you should 
always shop around as rates can vary widely. 

 

• Tax free cash: you can also take up to 25% of the fund as a tax free cash lump sum, only at the time of 
choosing one of these routes (technically known as ‘Pension Commencement Lump Sum'). The potential 
income tax beneficiaries would pay on withdrawals from inherited funds after age 75 mean that most opt 
to take their tax free cash lump sum before then. 

 

• Pension as inheritance: any amount of the fund which you don’t use in your lifetime can be inherited by 
your chosen beneficiaries, with the tax position depending on your age when you die. If you die before 
age 75, the funds can be withdrawn by your beneficiaries tax free; if you die after age 75, they are 
subject to income tax at your beneficiary’s marginal rate.  

 

• Lifetime Allowance: there are no maximum pension limits, although funds in excess of the lifetime 
allowance may be subject to a tax charge (please see our separate Research Note on the subject for 
more details). 

 

• Guaranteed Annuity Rates: some older polices may have guaranteed annuity rates attaching, and 
although these are sometimes offered on restrictive bases they should always be carefully considered as 
they can be valuable. 
 

• Please note the comments below do not apply to final salary (defined benefit) schemes, which are paid 
as a scheme pension only. 

 
 
What Happens at Retirement? 
 
During your lifetime, you will have gradually built up a pension fund. When you retire, you may need to turn 
this fund into a retirement income – which can be drawn from the fund under a drawdown pension contract 
(from April 2015 called Flexi Access Drawdown), or provided by way of lifetime annuity contract or scheme 
pension. In addition, an Uncrystallised Funds Pension Lump Sum is also available. These contracts can be 
entered into from the age of 55 (rising to age 57 from April 2028), although there is no compulsion to take 
any of these options and the fund can be run through until death if you wish. It is not necessary to actually 
retire at the same time as drawing your pension income. 
 
At the time of entering one of these contracts, you are also allowed to take a tax free cash sum (a ‘pension 
commencement lump sum’) of up to 25% of the fund; the balance must be used to provide an income 



 

 

 

(although, within a flexi-access drawdown pension contract, you are able to select a ‘nil’ income if income is 
not yet required – and there is no maximum withdrawal limit). Please note, for RAPs and occupational 
schemes, this is a change of position from pre 6 April 2006 rules, and assumes that the scheme rules have 
been amended to allow this. The pension income is taxed at your highest marginal rate of income tax and so 
it is advisable, where possible, to plan income withdrawals in advance to minimise the effective rate of 
income tax suffered. 
 
It is important to note that tax charges may apply to beneficiary’s withdrawals from inherited pension funds, 
where the individual has died after age 75. Even if pension income is not yet required, it is likely that you 
will want to consider buying an annuity or a drawdown contract by this age to prevent this applying to the 
tax free cash lump sum amount. 
 
 
Retirement Income Options  
 

There are four main routes for taking pension benefits, which are explained in more detail in the relevant 

Research Notes: 

 

1. Scheme Pension. This is a pension paid to a member by the pension scheme, rather than a specific 

pension contract purchased by the member. This is the only route available for final salary pension 

schemes, but may also be offered by other pension schemes. It may be a useful option if the lifetime 

allowance may otherwise be exceeded on the fund basis comparison, as scheme pensions are valued at 

20 x the pension, plus any lump sum paid, which can give a lower value when annuity rates are low, as at 

present. 

 

2. Lifetime Annuity. This is subject to similar rules to a scheme pension, but is not paid out of a pension 

scheme itself, but by an insurance company. Historically, this was the most popular option, providing a 

guaranteed income for life. Demand has fallen given the new options detailed below, however, for 

many, the security of a lifetime income provided by an annuity will remain the most suitable route. 

Various options can be chosen, e.g. level or increasing in payment, spouse’s pension, guaranteed 

minimum payment period and capital protected annuities. More flexible rules have also been introduced, 

which will allow insurance companies to structure annuities which fall in payment over time, provide 

longer guaranteed periods, or to be for a fixed period only. 

 

• Investment Linked Lifetime Annuity. This is a traditional annuity, but the income received depends 

upon the performance of the selected underlying fund, and can fall as well as rise. It is generally 

unsuitable as the sole form of retirement income, but can be used as part of your retirement 

strategy in order to retain some exposure to equity and property markets. 

 

• Phased Retirement. This is simply a series of traditional or investment linked lifetime annuity 

purchases. The aim is to use the tax free cash for each purchase as part of the annual income, 

thereby averaging annuity purchase over a number of years, and enabling the fund to remain 

invested for longer than would otherwise be possible. 

 

3. Drawdown Pension. This also includes pension fund withdrawals from occupational money purchase 

pension schemes. This enables the tax free cash to be taken at once, and the fund to remain invested 

until a later date, with the possibility of income withdrawals if required. Part of the fund can also be 

used to buy a temporary annuity. This is generally only suitable for those who have a good tolerance of 

investment risk, due to mortality drag (assuming eventual annuity purchase, see below). 

 

• Capped Drawdown (pre April 2015 contracts only). Income withdrawals are subject to Government 

Actuary’s Department (GAD) limits, with a minimum of 0% and maximum of 150%. This must be 

reviewed every three years, and every year after age 75. These contracts may continue after April 

2015 provided income withdrawals remain within the GAD limits (if exceeded then the contract 

converts to a Flexi-Access Drawdown contract), and the full Annual Allowance is retained. 

 

• Flexible Drawdown (pre April 2015 contracts only). These contracts automatically became Flexi-

Access Drawdown contracts from April 2015, with the Money Purchase Annual Allowance applying. 



 

 

 

 

• Flexi Access Drawdown. All new drawdown contracts from April 2015 are Flexi Access Drawdown 

contracts, available to everybody, and with no minimum or maximum withdrawals. The Money 

Purchase Annual Allowance applies.  
 

4. Uncrystallised Funds Pension Lump Sum. This allows a lump sum to be withdrawn from a pension fund 

as a stand-alone option. 25% of the amount withdrawn will be treated as tax free cash, and the balance 

will be taxed at the individual’s marginal rate of income tax (although please note that emergency tax 

codes may apply, with the excess tax paid reclaimed later). Once this facility is used, the Money 

Purchase Annual Allowance limit applies to future pension contributions.  
 
The best option will only be known with hindsight, and will be dictated by inflation, investment 
performance, future annuity rates and your mortality.  The ‘safest’ option may be the index-linked lifetime 
annuity, as this provides a lifetime income guarantee, and could be considered to be a benchmark against 
which any decisions are made.  
 
 
Death Benefits 
 
April 2015 brought enormous changes in the treatment of pension funds on death, with the class of potential 
beneficiaries opened up without restriction, and the ability for the pension funds to remain within the 
pension wrapper for two or many more generations. The tax treatment differs depending on the age of the 
individual at death.  
 
For death before age 75, regardless of whether any income contract has been entered into, any lump sum or 
pension income death benefits from a defined contribution scheme can be paid to any beneficiaries free 
from income tax, or held within the pension wrapper for future tax-efficient growth whilst maintaining the 
income tax free access when required.  Lifetime Allowance considerations will still apply – please see the 
separate Research Note on the subject for further details. It is therefore important to ensure that 
nominations of beneficiaries are up to date, to ensure that the funds do not pass into your estate (and would 
then be potentially subject to Inheritance Tax). Where trust planning has already taken place (for example 
with spousal bypass trusts), it is essential to review these arrangements to ensure that they still give the 
required outcome in terms of control over the destination of the funds and tax efficiency. 
 
For death after age 75, the same arrangements may be made, however, any lump sum or income death 
benefits will be taxed at the beneficiary’s highest marginal income tax rate.    
 
Where beneficiaries hold inherited pension funds on their subsequent death (for example they have opted 
for a drawdown pension), the tax treatment depends on the age of the beneficiary themselves on death, 
with the same options available as above. This presents the opportunity for pensions to be used as highly 
tax-efficient inter-generational wealth transfer vehicles for those who have sufficient assets elsewhere to 
live on. 
 
 
Retirement Income Contract Providers 
 
The provider of your retirement income can be a different provider from that used for building up your 
retirement fund (except for a scheme pension clearly). For drawdown pensions, the choice of provider will 
be driven by contract charges, administrative ability and investment choices. For a lifetime annuity, in 
almost all cases, the best value income will be given by a different provider from the one you are currently 
with. You therefore have three options when purchasing an annuity: 
 

• Take an annuity with your existing provider – this may be poor value as noted above. Care should be 
taken, however, when guaranteed annuity rates are attached to the existing policy, as these can 
offer very good value. 

• Transfer your fund to a more competitive provider to purchase your annuity – this is called an 
immediate compulsory purchase annuity. The tax-free cash and annuity are paid by the new 
provider. This is usually administratively easier than the open market option below; however, 
beware of any charges that may be incurred. 



 

 

 

• Use your ‘open market option’. This enables your fund to remain where it is. However, your existing 
provider must use the fund to purchase an annuity from your chosen provider. The tax-free cash and 
annuity are paid by your existing provider, but using the chosen provider as the underlying annuity 
provider. This can be administratively difficult, and is infrequently used, but can be useful, for 
example, if funds need to remain within a particular policy. 

 
 
What Is An Annuity? 
 
Annuities are purchased using a lump sum, for example your pension fund at retirement, and provide a 
guaranteed regular income for the rest of your life. This income is taxed as earned income. Annuity rates are 
dependent upon three main factors: the age at which you purchase your annuity; mortality experience; and 
the general level of long-dated gilt yields at this time, upon which annuity rates are based. In turn, gilt 
yields are influenced by general interest rate and inflation levels. 
 
Annuities are easy to understand, and can be good value if you live longer than the average. However, you 
do need to identify the best time to buy your annuity, which can be difficult and may require expert advice. 
Annuities can also be seen as inflexible, as once purchased the benefits cannot usually be varied. If you die 
soon after the annuity purchase, or if you purchase spouse’s benefits (see below) and your spouse dies 
before you, they can be poor value (although capital protected annuities are available, which will return any 
capital not already received as income on death, but at a cost). Without the benefit of hindsight, it is 
difficult to tell which scenario may apply to you.  
 
 
Timing of Annuity Purchase 
 
As noted above, annuity rates are influenced by: 
 

• Average life expectancy (mortality) 

• Underlying gilt yields, which in turn are influenced by interest and inflation rates 
 
In recent years the annuity rate trend has been generally downwards, both as a result of increasing average 
life expectancy and a lower inflationary climate. However, short term fluctuations are difficult to predict. 
 
Mortality Drag 
 
An annuity rate will increase if you defer the purchase of annuity, assuming gilt yields remain the same. This 
merely reflects the fact the insurance company, on average, has to pay out the annuity for a shorter period 
of time.  
 
However, statistically, as you grow older, you are also expected to reach an older age than average. For 
example, a 55 year old might be expected on average to reach age 80, however, a 70 year old might be 
expected to reach age 85. When the 55 year old buys his annuity, the rate is subsidised by those other 55 
year olds who die before the expected age of 80. The rate for the 70 year old is also subsidised by those of 
his group who die before the expected age of 85. However, the amount of this mortality subsidy is greater at 
age 55 than at age 70, as there is a larger pool of people generating the subsidy. 
 
Thus, in absolute terms, the rate you receive, as you grow older, becomes worse – this is known as 
‘mortality drag’. If you are deciding to take your annuity at a later date, your pension fund will therefore 
have to increase in value in real terms in order to “beat” mortality drag. The extent of the extra growth 
needed increases with age, and, whilst it is difficult to state this exactly, the CII estimates that, at age 50, it 
is under 0.50% p.a., at age 60 it is around 1% p.a. and by age 70 it is close to 3% p.a., in addition to the 
return required to match the annuity income (although this clearly depends upon the type of annuity used 
for comparison, and if you compare to a capital protected annuity, then the mortality difference is clearly 
much reduced).  
 

The only way to try to “beat” mortality drag is make investments that will give you the potential for real 

growth, i.e. a return over those from gilts.   Most investors use equities to try to achieve these higher 



 

 

 

returns, although this strategy in itself comes with investment risk and should be considered carefully to 

ensure that the individual can tolerate the risk involved.   

 
 

Retirement Options Planning Map (Money Purchase Pension Plans) 

 

The Planning Map below may also help you decide which route/s are suitable for you. Please note that 

individual circumstances vary, and the below is intended to be a guide only. Expert opinion should be sought 

before any decisions are made. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Risk Warning: The past is not necessarily a guide to future performance.  The value of your investment and the income from it can fall 
as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the full amount invested.  

 
Our views are based upon our understanding of current legislation in England. Levels and bases of, and reliefs from, taxation are 
subject to change and their value to you will depend upon your personal circumstances. You should not act on any of the information 
without seeking professional advice. 
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